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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States,
2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 133 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Poetry
and blogging go hand in hand. Just browse WordPress (WP) or
Blogger or Tumblr and you ll see what I mean. Since I started
my WP poetry blog back in late 2011, I ve posted over 700 poems,
resulting in material for two previously released collections of
poetry. Forty-Five Revolutions per Minute is my third and latest
collection released since then. When it comes to new ideas they
mostly come from within. Although I enjoy participating in word
or photograph of the day games online, I rarely utilize this
vehicle for poems I post on my blog. Instead, I tend to formulate
ideas from reading other poems, listening to music, or
absorbing daily happenings from around the globe. Many ideas
come to me while taking long rides on my bicycle or driving in
my car. Since I listen to music during both of these activities,
occasionally a word or phrase gets stuck in my head. With a little
luck and some perserverence a new poem is born. That is what
this collection of poetry...
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Excellent e book and beneficial one. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through time period. You are going to like
how the author publish this ebook.
-- Pr of . Tr iston Sm itha m  V-- Pr of . Tr iston Sm itha m  V

A high quality ebook along with the font employed was fascinating to read. It really is writter in easy phrases rather
than confusing. I am just easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a composed publication.
-- Isa i B r a dtke-- Isa i B r a dtke
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